The rotation angle of a mounted polarizer in front of a camera has a direct effect on imaging quality and therefore this paper presents a rapid computation method for a polarizer's optimal rotation angle on an airborne optical platform. The computation contains four steps. First, we construct a world coordinate system and a camera coordinate system that both adopt the center of a code disc as their common origin. Second, we take the origin of the world coordinate system as a start point, intercept a unit segment along the sunlight direction and compute the endpoint coordinates of the unit segment in the world coordinate system. Third, by mapping the relation from the world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system, we compute the above endpoint coordinates in the camera coordinate system. Fourth, we project the above segment towards a disc code plane, compute the angle between the projected line and the reference of the code disc, and take the resultant angle distance as a polarizer's optimal rotation angle of airlight rejection utilizing polarization filtering. Experiment results indicate that our computation method of a polarizer's optimal rotation angle can be applied to airlight rejection on an airborne optical platform.
INTRODUCTION
For distant air-to-ground imaging from an airborne optical platform, too large a proportion of airlight into a camera tends to cause degradation of a captured image [1] [2] [3] [4] . For example, scene details in an image are flooded and image contrast is decreased. Currently, the research on rejecting airlight to improve imaging quality attracts much attention in the fields of atmospheric optics, computer vision and image processing [1] [2] [3] . Some methods currently available require restrictive input conditions and accordingly limit their application in the field of electro-optical imaging guidance. For example, some methods [5, 6] require a known scene depth, some methods [7] require multiple input images captured under different weather conditions in an identical scene, some methods [1, 4, 8] require multiple polarization images in an identical scene, and some methods [2] [3] [4] require a color image as input. As a classical method for airlight rejection, polarization filtering takes full advantage of the polarization characteristics of airlight, and can be readily realized by mounting a rotatable polarizer in front of an imaging system. The rotation angle of the polarizer in front of a camera has a direct effect on imaging quality and therefore a reasonable application of polarization filtering imaging necessitates a computation of the optimal rotation angle. The polarization-angle direction of the airlight depends on the direction of the incident solar ray and the line-of-sight of a camera. Based on the fact that airlight is partly polarized and direct transmission is approximately non-polarized in a visible band, this paper presents a rapid computation method for a polarizer's optimal rotation angle. The computation contains four steps. First, we construct a world coordinate system and a camera coordinate system that both adopt the center of a code disc as their common origin. Second, we take the origin of the world coordinate system as a start point, intercept a unit segment along the sunlight direction and compute the endpoint coordinates of the unit segment in the world coordinate system. Third, by mapping the relation from the world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system, we compute the above endpoint coordinates in the camera coordinate system. Fourth, we project the above segment toward a plane that contains the surface of a disc code, compute the angle between the projected line and the reference of the code disc, and take the resultant angle distance as a polarizer's optimal rotation angle of airlight rejection utilizing polarization filtering. The five input parameters of our computation includes the solar zenith angle, the solar azimuth angle, the zenith angle of a camera, the azimuth of the camera, and the roll angle of the camera. Finally, we conduct an outdoor experiment to verify our computation method.
OUR COMPUTATION METHOD
Figure1 shows that for outdoor distant imaging, the object radiance 
where D and A denote respectively the component of the airlight and the component of the direct transmission. The direct transmission is the attenuated signal of object radiance and decreases with the distance between an object and a camera. Contrary to the direct transmission, the airlight A increases with the distance, and dominates the total radiance acquired. For outdoor distant imaging, reasonably assume that airlight is partly polarized and direct transmission is approximately non-polarized in a visible band. Figure 1 shows the scattering angle γ in the observation plane, which consists of the incident solar ray, scattering center, and observer. In Figure 2 , the center O represents the optical center of a camera, and the angle distance between the direction of solar incident ray OS and the sight line of a camera can be obtained in the following formula cos sin sin cos( ) cos cos
where the direction of the incident sunlight has coordinates ( , ) In Figure 3 , a code disc is mounted in front of a camera, and the code disc and the camera have a common axis. If the camera is placed horizontally, the reference of the code disc (rotation angle at 0 degrees) is also horizontal. Let l denote the line of intersection between two planes (the incident plane and the plane of the code disc surface). In the following section, we will give a deduction of the angle δ that is the angle distance between l and the reference of the code disc. In Figure 3 , we construct a world coordinate system and a camera coordinate system that both adopt the center of a code disc as their common origin. In the world coordinate system 
where η denotes the roll angle of a camera. We take the origin of the world coordinate system as a start point, and intercept a unit vector OT along the direction of the incident ray. The coordinate ( , , ) 
The angle δ between l and the reference of the code disc is If the transmission axis of a polarizer is rotated at an angle δ relative to the reference of the code disc, the airlight is rejected at most.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
In Section 2, theoretically we give the computation method for the optimal rotation angle δ . In this section, an outdoor experiment is conducted to verify its validity. Figure 3 shows our polarization filtering system, which mainly consists of a CCD camera, a polarizer, a support board and a code disc with which to mount the polarizer and record its rotation angle. yields (or approximates to the worst image quality, this result will indicate the validity of our computation method.
The environment parameters related to Figure 5 are as follow: object distance is about 5.05km, the atmospheric visibility is 15km, the angle γ between the incident ray and the line-of-sight of a camera is 78.17 degrees. The optimal ration angle is +32.86 degrees. In Figure 5 , the visual effect of polarization image at a rotation angle of δ is better, and the visual effect of polarization image at a rotation angle of 90 δ + is worse. Contrast between two points is usually defined as [9] , , 1
where I,k E denotes the intensity at pixel k . Accordingly, image contrast C is usually defined as In Table 1 , the image contrast index of polarization image with a rotation angle of δ is largest, and the image contrast index of polarization image at a rotation angle of 90 δ + is least. As a whole, both the subjective and objective evaluations indicate the validity of our computation method in polarization filtering. Experimental results indicate that our computation method of polarizer's optimal rotation angle can be effectively applied to airlight rejection utilizing polarization filtering. 
CONCLUSIONS
Experiment results indicate that our computation method of a polarizer's optimal rotation angle can be applied to airlight rejection on an airborne optical platform. There are no appropriate performance characteristic parameters and computational models available as to how to quantitatively compute and predict the performance of airlight rejection utilizing polarization filtering under different conditions. Therefore, we next plan to develop a computational model for performance of airlight rejection utilizing polarization filtering.
